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Arm Infrastructure Developer Community 

 

Building a Developer Focused Portal 
Today’s advances in cloud computing and open-source software are dramatically changing the 
telecommunication industry. The need for market agility is greater than ever, and Arm is committed 
to helping its partners, developers, and end customers take advantage of new opportunities. 
 
As part of the effort to focus on developer enablement, Arm has introduced the Arm Infrastructure 
Developer Community (AIDC). The AIDC portal provides a broad range of learning, development 
and marketing resources for developers.  It aims to enable the developer community to build and 
deploy solutions that can accelerate business results. 
 

Bringing People, Tools, and Information Together 

The AIDC portal plays a key role in bringing the Arm community together. It’s a central place for 
developers seeking to harness the rich innovation within the Arm ecosystem for next generation 
cloud and network infrastructure.  AIDC also showcases the unique value our partners bring to the 
ecosystem. 
 
Designed for experienced developers, partners, and those who wish to start working with Arm, the 
portal offers valuable resources to help participants connect with peers, get informed, and jump-start 
project development. The AIDC portal enables a collaborative approach to ensure interoperability, 
standards support, and innovation accelerating deployment on Arm. 
 

Everything You Need to Drive Innovation 
The AIDC portal is a one-stop resource that helps developers quickly find the all resources they 
need to realize their vision. It provides immediate access to the building blocks, solution providers 
and domain experts to help that ecosystem partners need to move their initiatives forward, 
including:   
 

• Developer resources that make it easy to find the right hardware and software resources to 
jump start deployment. 

 

• Ecosystem partner information to make it easy to meet solution providers and experts 
ready to help participants deploy their vision on Arm. 
 

• Blogs and news to keep you updated on the latest events and innovations. 
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Software Ecosystem Momentum 
Today, Arm is involved in over 100 open source projects and 25 standards organizations.  The 
projects cover operating system, languages, tools, networking and cloud native applications.  Most 
recently, we are furthering our involvement in Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF) and 
specifically the work around Kubernetes.  
 
Arm is also broadening developer access to Arm Neoverse-based platforms by partnering with 
Packet and AWS.  By doing so, Arm is enabling broader community to collaborate, develop and 
expand Arm software ecosystem.  
 
Arm is committed more than ever to enable developer community building next generation cloud to 
edge infrastructure foundation by evolving our platform from silicon to software. 
 

Ready to Learn More? 

Arm understands that developer community is facing new challenges, and compelling opportunities. 
We are committed to helping our ecosystem and developers come together to share strengths and 
new approaches to building innovative solutions.  
 
To learn more about how the AIDC, visit the AIDC community site.  
 
If you have comments or questions about AIDC, please contact askaidc@arm.com. 
 
 
 


